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In-Camera Based Method Of Detecting Defect Eye

With High Accuracy

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

It is known to capture non-flash images followed by flash images and by subtracting

these images (including some luminance normalizing), one can get a difference

image which indicates where red-eye defects (flash-eyes) are located (see, e.g., US

patents 7,027,662 and US 6,859,565).

In addition, US published patent application 2005/0041 121 , entitled "Red-eye filter

method and apparatus", which is assigned to the same assignee as the present

application, describes techniques wherein a reference non-flash and the main flash

image may initially be of different sizes, and where the images are sized to the same

dimensions and aligned before luminance normalization and/or subtraction.

It is desired to have an improved technique involving capturing two images that are

normalized for luminance and then subtracted, indicating the likely eye locations in a

main acquired image, followed by acquisition of a main image. The process would be

performed quickly (typically less than 1 second) to minimize any misalignment of the

reference pair and the main acquired image.

It is also desired to have a technique that overcomes problems associated with the

non-flash image tending to be significantly darker than the flash image and,

particularly in indoor environments, wherein it is difficult to achieve practical

luminance normalization.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A portable digital image acquisition device is provided. The device includes a lens

and a sensor for acquiring a main digital image and first and second reference

images. The device also includes first and second light sources disposed at different

distances from the lens for illuminating one or more objects within an acquired scene.

The main image is stored in a memory. The device also includes one or more

processor-readable media having digital code embedded therein for programming a



processor to perform a method of determining and correcting a flash eye defect in the

main digital image using the first and second reference images. The method

includes acquiring the first and second reference images respectively using the first

and second light sources. The first and second images are normalized to generate

normalized first and second reference images. One or more differences between the

first and second normalized reference images are analyzed. The method further

includes determining and correcting the flash eye defect within the main image based

on the analyzing to generate a corrected main image. The corrected main image or

a further processed version is stored, transmitted, communicated, displayed, and/or

projected.

Another portable digital image acquisition device is provided. This device includes

first and second lenses and at least one sensor for acquiring a main digital image

and first and second reference images. The device also includes a light source

disposed at different distances from the first and second lenses respectively for

illuminating one or more objects within an acquired scene. The main digital image

and/or a further processed version is stored in a memory. The device includes one

or more processor-readable media having digital code embedded therein for

programming a processor to perform a method of determining and correcting a flash

eye defect in the main digital image using the first and second reference images.

The method includes acquiring the first and second reference images using the light

source and the first and second lenses respectively. The first and second images

are normalized to generate normalized first and second reference images. One or

more differences between the first and second normalized reference images are

analyzed. The method further includes determining and correcting the flash eye

defect within the main image based on the analyzing to generate a corrected main

image. The corrected main image and/or further processed version is stored,

transmitted, communicated, displayed, and/or projected.

In either device, the analyzing may include subtracting the first and second reference

images.

The normalizing may include luminance normalizing.



The flash eye defect may include a red eye defect.

The normalizing may include re-sizing one or both of the first and second reference

images.

The normalizing may include aligning the first and second reference images. The

aligning may include aligning one or more eyes within the first and second images.

The differences may include color differences and/or brightness differences.

The first and second reference images may be each acquired using relatively low-

intensity pre-flashes compared with an intensity of a flash used in acquiring the main

digital image.

The analyzing may take into account the specific different distances between the first

and second light sources and the lens in the first device, or between the first and

second lenses and the light source in the second device.

The analyzing may further take into account distance to one or more objects, a gaze

angle, an ambient lighting condition, color of an iris and/or a skin tone of a face within

the acquired scene.

The first and second preview images may be acquired consecutively prior to

acquiring the main digital image.

Methods determining and correcting a flash eye defect in the main digital image

using the first and second reference images are also provided. Computer readable

media having embedded code for programming a processor to perform the methods

are also provided.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS



The patent or application file contains at least one drawing executed in color. Copies

of this patent or patent application publication with color drawing(s) will be provided

by the Office upon request and payment of the necessary fee.

Figure 1A illustrates a camera with a flash close to an optical lens for acquiring an

image.

Figure 1B illustrates a camera with a flash farther from an optical lens than the flash

illustrated in Figure 1A.

Figures 2A, 3A and 4A illustrate flash eye defects in digital images acquired with the

camera of Figure 1A.

Figures 2B, 3B and 4B illustrate flash eye defects in digital images acquired with the

camera of Figure 1B.

Figure 5 illustrates a camera with two flashes separated at different distances from

the camera's lens.

Figure 6 illustrates a camera with two optical lenses separated at different distances

from the camera's flash.

Figure 7 is a block diagram illustrating a method in accordance with certain

embodiments.

Figure 8 is a block diagram illustrating a method in accordance with further

embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

It is recognized herein that if a light source is located at a different spatial distance

from an imaging lens, the color and brightness of eye regions in the image can vary

significantly. At the same time, the remainder of the image will not vary as much in

color and brightness.



Figures 1A and 1B illustrate two cameras each having a single flash and a single

lens. However, the flash-lens distance is greater for the camera of Figure 1B than for

that of Figure 1A. Figures 2A, 3A and 4A are pictures taken of at least the eyes of

three people with the camera of Figure 1A. Figures 2B, 2C and 2D are pictures

taken of at least the eye of the same three people with the camera of Figure 1B.

Figure 2A clearly shows a lighter red than the eyes of the same person captured in

Figure 2B. The eyes also appear to be brighter n Figure 2A than in Figure 2B.

Figure 3A clearly shows a lighter red than the eyes of the same person captured in

Figure 3B. The eyes also appear to be brighter n Figure 3A than in Figure 3B. The

right eye in Figure 4A taken with the camera of Figure 1A appears as a lighter red

than the right eye of the same person in Figure 4B taken with the camera if Figure

1B. The left eye in Figure 4A appears golden and very bright, while the left eye in

Figure 4B appears red and not nearly as bright as the left eye of Figure 4A. The

differences between the eyes captured in Figures 2A, 3A and 4A and those of

Figures 2B, 3B and 4B is the different distances between the flashes and the optical

lenses of the respective cameras used as illustrated at Figures 1A and 1B. Other

features of the partial faces shown in Figures 2A and 2B do not appear to differ

significantly, and same for Figures 3A-3B and 4A-4B.

In accordance with certain embodiments, Figure 5 schematically illustrates a camera

with two distinct light sources 2a and 2b at different distances from a main lens 4 .

Two reference images, which may be preview, post-view and/or concurrent view

images, are acquired using a low-intensity pre-flash from the two distinct flash units

2a, 2b. The camera illustrated schematically at Figure 5 also includes a photosensor

6 such as a CMOS sensor aligned with lens 4 for digitally-capturing images including

the preview images and main images intended to be stored, transmitted, displayed,

projected, communicated and/or further processed. The camera also includes a

processor 8 and one or more digital media 10 having program code stored therein.

These media 10 and/or other media may be used to store image data as well. The

camera can have other features such as one or more ports for connecting to another

device such as a printer, PC, display device, another camera, phone, etc., with a

cable or wirelessly, and/or for plugging in a flash card or other mountable device.



With the camera 1A illustrated schematically at Figure 5, methods of detecting and

corrected all kinds of defect eyes with high accuracy are provided on a digital flash

camera. Certain embodiments take into greater account a red eye flash defect by

concentrating on differences in color between the two preview or other reference

images, while other embodiments take into greater account other defects such as

golden eye, white eye, and/or zombie eye. The method is based on the effect of

reflection from the eyes of the flash light to the CCD and/or CMOS of the camera.

Such is a function of few parameters. That is, a defect eye distribution is a function of

flash-lens positioning, distance to the subject, gaze angle, ambient lighting

conditions, color of the iris, race, among other factors. The method of certain

embodiments exploits variations of the defect eye distribution with the distance

between the lens and the main light source of the camera (flash lamp, focusing LED,

or any other source light).

The distribution of defects changes with the distance between the flash lamp and the

lens, as does the character of the defects. The frequency of getting other than red

defect eyes decreases with the increasing of the distance between the flash and

lens. In addition, the intensity of the defect eyes decreases with the increasing of the

distance between the flash and lens. For example, a distance between the first flash

and the lens may be 2 cm , while the distance between the second flash and lens

may be 5 cm. An optimal positioning of the two light sources 2a, 2b would provide a

maximum difference between the distribution of the defect eyes on the two preview

or other reference images, and a minimum difference between the rest of the preview

images.

The two flash light sources may be identical light sources 2a, 2b, e.g., flash lamps, or

two focusing lamps, or LEDs, on a same camera 1A at two different positions relative

to the lens 4. The light sources may differ and the camera 1A would have software

that would take the differences into account. However, the two identical light

sources, except as to position relative to lens 4 , provide two almost identical preview

or other reference images. In this way, it is possible and optimal to get the

difference map of the two previews.



The camera 1A is able to take two consecutive preview pictures, just before the final

flash picture, or two post-view pictures, or one of each. The first preview or other

reference image is taken with the first light source 2a of the camera 1A, and the

second preview or other reference image is taken with the second light source 2b.

A difference map of the two preview or other reference images is generated. The

differences could be determined in various ways, e.g., on the red channel only for

detecting red eye defects, starting from the closer source light preview, or on the

luminance channel only for white eye defects or golden eye defects.

A first source light 2a is preferably located very close to the lens 4 of camera 1A. For

example, the light 2a may be 1cm or 2 cm on the right or left side of the lens as

illustrated at Figure 1a. The second light source 2b may be on the right or left side of

the lens 4 a longer distance such as 4 cm or 5 cm from the lens 4 such as illustrated

at Figure 2b. A first preview image may be captured using flash 2a, while a second

preview image may be captured using flash 2b. Then the main image may be

captured. As indicated, postview images may be captured instead. A difference map

of the preview or postview images is calculated. The difference map is filtered to

eliminate small differences, shadows, etc, and the significant differences that remain

will be analyzed as probably or at least possible defect eyes subject to flash eye

defect correction algorithm. The sources 2a, 2b may be in the simplest form two

focusing lamps (e.g., LEDs) or in a complex form two flash lamps.

In accordance with further embodiments, Figure 6 schematically illustrates a camera

with a light source 12 and two distinct optical systems/lenses 14a and 14b at different

distances from the flash 12. Two preview images may be acquired using a low-

intensity pre-flash from the flash unit 12. The camera illustrated schematically at

Figure 6 also includes at least one photosensor 6 aligned with lenses 14a, 14b, e.g.,

two separate photosensors one for each lens 14a, 14b or a single sensor, for

digitally-capturing images including the preview images and main images intended to

be stored, transmitted, displayed, projected, communicated and/or further processed.

The camera also includes a processor 18 and one or more digital media 20 having



program code stored therein. These media 20 and/or other media may be used to

store image data as well. The camera can have other features such as one or more

ports for connecting to another device such as a printer, PC, display device, another

camera, phone, etc., with a cable or wirelessly, and/or for plugging in a flash card or

other mountable device.

In the embodiment of Figure 6, a camera 1B has a single flash unit 12 and two

imaging lenses 14a, 14b. A full dual imaging pipeline may be provided as well. In

this embodiment, a first preview image is acquired using one of the imaging lenses

14a with a pre-flash illumination. At or near the same time, a second preview image

is acquired using the second imaging lens 14b with illumination from the same weak

pre-flash. The result is a pair of simultaneous preview images each being a different

distance from the flash source. Any alignment errors will be solely due to geometrical

factors rather than due to subject or camera movement and a compensation

algorithm can be pre-calibrated.

The reference images captured using the different flashes 2a, 2b of the camera of

Figure 5, or with the two sensors 14a, 14b with the camera of Figure 6 , may then be

compared, subtracted (with or without luminance normalizing) and/or otherwise

analyzed. As only the eye regions will have very different characteristics, the

locations of eye regions may be determined in this way. A third flash image may

then be obtained using a full strength flash. This may be achieved by applying

greater power to one of the flash units 2a, 2b, 12 or by combining the two flash units

2a, 2b together in the camera of Figure 5 , or otherwise such as by including a third

flash.

Figure 7 illustrates a method involving the camera 1A of Figure 5. First and second

reference images are respectively acquired at 62 using the first and second light

sources and optical system 4 of camera 1A of Figure 5 . The first and second images

are normalized to generate normalized first and second reference images at 64. One

or more differences between the first and second normalized reference images are

analyzed at 66. A flash eye defect is determined and corrected within a main image

based on the analyzing to generate a corrected main image at 68. The corrected



main image and/or a further processed version is/are stored, transmitted,

communicated, displayed, and/or projected at 69.

Figure 8 illustrates a method involving the camera 1B of Figure 6. First and second

reference images are acquired at 72 using a light source 12 and first and second

lenses 14a, 14b of camera 1B of Figure 6 . First and second images are normalized

at 74 to generate normalized first and second reference images. One or more

differences between the first and second normalized reference images are analyzed

at 76. A flash eye defect within the main image is determined and corrected based

on the analysis to generate a corrected main image at 78. The corrected main image

and/or a further processed version is/are stored, transmitted, communicated,

displayed, and/or projected at 79.

In addition, in methods that may be performed according to preferred embodiments

herein and that may have been described above, the operations have been

described in selected typographical sequences. However, the sequences have been

selected and so ordered for typographical convenience and are not intended to imply

any particular order for performing the operations, except for those where a particular

order may be expressly set forth or where those of ordinary skill in the art may deem

a particular order to be necessary.



Claims:

1. A method of determining and correcting a flash eye defect in a main digital image

using first and second reference images, wherein the method comprises:

acquiring first and second reference images respectively using first and

second light sources disposed at different distances from a camera lens;

normalizing the first and second reference images to generate normalized first

and second reference images;

analyzing one or more differences between the first and second normalized

reference images;

determining and correcting a flash eye defect within the main image based on

the analyzing to generate a corrected main image; and

storing, transmitting, communicating, displaying, or projecting the corrected

main image or a further processed version, or combinations thereof.

2 . A method of determining and correcting a flash eye defect in a main digital image

using first and second reference images, wherein the method comprises:

acquiring first and second reference images using a light source and first and

second lenses respectively disposed different distances from the light source;

normalizing the first and second images to generate normalized first and

second reference images;

analyzing one or more differences between the first and second normalized

reference images;

determining and correcting a flash eye defect within the main image based on

the analyzing to generate a corrected main image; and

storing, transmitting, communicating, displaying, or projecting the corrected

main image or a further processed version, or combinations thereof.

3 . The method of claim 1 or 2 , wherein the analyzing comprises subtracting the first

and second reference images.

4 . The method of claim 1 or 2 , wherein the normalizing comprises luminance

normalizing.



5 . The method of claim 1 or 2 , wherein the flash eye defect comprises a red eye

defect.

6 . The method of claim 1 or 2 , wherein the normalizing comprises re-sizing one or

both of the first and second reference images.

7 . The method of claim 1 or 2, wherein the normalizing comprises aligning the first

and second reference images.

8 . The method of claim 7 , wherein the aligning comprises aligning one or more eyes

within the first and second images.

9 . The method of claim 1 or 2 , wherein the differences comprise color differences.

10. The method of claim 1 or 2 , wherein the differences comprise brightness

differences.

11. The method of claim 1 or 2 , wherein the first and second reference images are

each acquired using relatively low-intensity pre-flashes compared with an intensity of

a flash used in acquiring the main digital image.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the analyzing takes into account the specific

different distances from the lens of the first and second light sources.

13. The method of claim 2 , wherein the analyzing takes into account the specific

different distances from the first and second lenses of the light source.

14. The method of claim 12 or 13 , wherein the analyzing further takes into account

distance to one or more objects, a gaze angle, an ambient lighting condition, color of

an iris or a skin tone of a face within the acquired scene, or combinations thereof.



15. The method of claim 1 or 2, wherein the first and second preview images are

acquired consecutively prior to acquiring the main digital image.

16. One or more processor-readable media having digital code embedded therein

for programming a processor to perform a method as in any of the above claims.

17. A portable digital image acquisition device, comprising:

a lens and a sensor for acquiring a main digital image and first and second

reference images;

first and second light sources disposed at different distances from the lens for

illuminating one or more objects within an acquired scene;

a memory for storing the main digital image;

one or more processor-readable media having digital code embedded therein

for programming a processor to perform a method as claimed in claim 1.

18. A portable digital image acquisition device, comprising:

first and second lenses and at least one sensor for acquiring a main digital

image and first and second reference images;

a light source disposed at different distances from the first and second lenses

for illuminating one or more objects within an acquired scene;

a memory for storing the main digital image;

one or more processor-readable media having digital code embedded therein

for programming a processor to perform a method as claimed in claim 2 .
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